The lack of methodological support for reuse has been identi ed as one of the major causes why software developers can not take full advantage of reuse pay o s such as software productivity, quality, and cost improvement. There is, therefore, a need for explicit de nitions about how to practice reuse as part of the development process. These de nitions include models and properties of reuse techniques which can improve the understanding and provide more guidance for the software developers that want to e ectively adopt reuse. In this paper we provide a model and properties related to a reuse technique called separation of concerns that can be applied in object-oriented design. The formal model de nes how combine classes or components dealing with di erent concerns in object-oriented design so that separation of concerns is achieved. The model is presented as a design relationship which is characterized by a set of properties. These properties can be seen as a semantics for gluing object-oriented components with separation of concerns in mind. We illustrate the model by presenting some of the typical properties that describe the combination. We also show how the model can be used in user interface design.
Introduction
There is a wide consensus that software reuse enables signi cant software productivity, quality, and cost improvement 8, 11, 9] . However, some reuse obstacles have not allowed software developers to take full advantage of the reuse pay o s. These obstacles include the lack of methodological support for reuse. Most of the software methodologies do not include reuse 9]. There is, therefore, a need for explicit de nitions about how to practice reuse as part of the development process. These de nitions include models and properties of reuse mechanisms which can improve the understanding and provide more guidance for the software developers that want to e ectively adopt reuse.
In this paper we deal with the restricted case of a reuse technique called separation of concerns 1] that can be applied in object-oriented design. Separation of concerns is a well-established principle in software engineering that uses abstraction to hide complexity 10]. The importance of this principle increases dramatically as new technologies are introduced and as software applications become more complex.
Current software applications can be separated into a basic concern and a number of special purpose concerns. The basic concern is represented by the fundamental computational algorithms that provide the essential functionality relevant to an application domain, and the special purpose concerns relate to other software issues, such as user interface presentation, control, timing, and distribution. Special purpose concerns are extensions to the basic functionality that ful ll special requirements of the application, or enhance, manage, or optimize the basic algorithm 6]. Separation of these concerns, localizes the di erent kinds of information in the software descriptions making them easier to write, understand, reuse, and modify.
Separation of concerns and design models that support separation of concerns have been discussed in an informal setting, in which concepts, de nitions, and guidelines have been provided. An informal discussion about the problem of separation of concerns in object-oriented modeling is provided, for example, in 6]. However, a formal approach about the characterization, de nition, use, and combination of concerns has not been addressed.
The situation we have in mind is the following. In the rst place, a software designer is building an object-oriented software system. In the second place, the designer needs to de ne how classes or object-oriented components that encode di erent concerns should be related to each other such that separation of concerns is preserved. Thirdly, he or she needs to model each of these relationships in such a way that, in each case, it is made clear and explicit which properties of the relationship have to hold. Finally, the goal is to model these relationships whithout getting involved with implementation details; the abstraction one uses to model this relationship at the design level. Such an abstraction would allow the software developer to visualize the assembly operations more clearly. Normally, the combination or the glue would be buried in a complex programming structure that would obscure its real purpose.
In this paper we provide a formal model that can be use to de ne how to combine or glue classes or components dealing with di erent concerns in object-oriented design so that separation of concerns is achieved. The model is presented as a design relationship, which we call views, that is characterized by a set of properties. We illustrate the model by presenting some of the typical properties that describe the combination. We also show how the model can be used in a user interface design.
Motivation
Within current design models, a single type of modeling construct can be used with several di erent purposes that a ect their semantics. More speci cally, relationships between classes and/or objects are being applied without a clear representation of its semantical meaning. Unfortunately, the variety of purposes and semantics is not supported by current object-oriented methods, which represent them all under a single notational construct. This situation will inevitably incur in concept miscommunications which may prove costly throughout the development process.
Specialization is a class relationship in which the behavior of a superclass is shared by all of its subclasses. In a proper specialization, an operation of the subclass that corresponds to an operation in the superclass has the responsibility to provide equivalent services, and possibly more. However, in a typical misuse of this relationship, specialization is used as a technique to partially reuse behavior, even when the related classes are inherently di erent. This can lead to all sorts of problems, including the ones related to understandability.
Let us present a simple example to further clarify our point, while having in mind the situation described in the previous section that a designer faces when modeling with separation of concerns. We deal here with two concerns: the application (a counter) and the user interface (a clock view). Figure 1 shows two models of a clock system which are based on a Clock View object using di erent kinds of object-oriented relationships to access attributes and operations in a Counter object. The rst model, illustrated by Figure 1(a) , is an example of improper use of specialization. In this case, a Clock View class inherits both desirable and undesirable operations from a Counter object. The desirable operations are used, while the undesirable ones are masked or just ignored. This may lead to serious misconceptions and possible unexpected behavior.
An alternative design is shown in Figure 1 (b). In this model, the two classes involved will be instantiated as distinct objects, with Clock View delegating its behavior to the appropriate operations of Counter. This model guarantees that an adjust operation requested to Clock View will be delegated to Counter and properly executed. Undesirable operations of Counter will not be accessible through the Clock View interface.
For a number of reasons, the two models in Figure 1 represent inappropriate solutions. In terms of expressiveness, an interpretation of the model based on an aggregation relationship indicates that a clock view object is composed of a counter. Alternatively, the model based on the specialization relationship indicates that a clock view is a kind of counter. Both interpretations are inaccurate.
In addition, the properties of the relationships used in those previous models introduce a variety of design constraints to the speci cation of an interface and the application it represents. For instance, in both models only a single clock view may exist for each instance of a counter. This means that the system developer will not be able to add a di erent perspective or view to the Counter object, as, in both models, the Clock View and Counter are tightly coupled.
An alternative solution is provided by the views approach which separates objects with di erent concerns. In such approach, a views relationship represents a particular type of object interconnection that emphasizes and rules the distinction between concerns. Figure 2 shows the views relationship providing an alternative solution to the Clock View modeling problem also illustrated in Figure 1 . The speci c meaning of the views relationship indicates that the Clock View object is providing a di erent perspective (view) for the use of a Counter object. Rather than implying strong relations like is composed of or is a kind of, the mechanism characterizes Clock View as a particular point of view for a Counter. Particularly, some typical properties of such a relationship include multiplicity of views, consistency between view and application, restrictions on the creation and deletion of views, and visibility between view and application. In later sections we formally describe a typical set of properties characterizing such relationship.
The Categorical Framework
In this section we describe the theoretical background that is used provide a formal interpretation theory for the views relationship. This background consists of a categorical framework together with object calculus theories based on logic proposed in 5, 4]. We we will use the categorical framework to illustrate how the characteristics of separation of concerns can be described by a formal relationship and how these concerns can be combined within a logic-based formalism. The object calculus theories model the components of the system in terms of signatures and logic axioms. This framework was chosen as the formal underlying description because it will allow us to isolate the properties of the relationship we want to model. In what follows, for completeness, we brie y describe the aspects of the categorical framework needed to understand this paper.
An object description is de ned as an interpretation theory in temporal logic: a signature and a set of axioms . The theory of a class is given by a combination of two distinct theories: class instances and class manager. A typical class instance theory represents the theory for every object of this class. This theory introduces sorts for the type of each attribute (S), the attributes (A), and the actions (G).
Note that one important constraint to be satis ed by each object description in the objectoriented approach is given by the locality axiom. This axiom guarantees the encapsulation of attributes in an object. In other words, the attributes (state) of an action may be modi ed only by actions which are local to the object. Such locality requirement is speci ed by the axiom next. where for each symbol u, x u is a tuple of distinct variables of the appropriate sorts.
The second theory for the speci cation of a class is called class manager. A class manager theory M controls the creation and destruction of instances of a class. For a general class type X, the theory introduces a sort for identi ers of objects called @X. The @X sort is a set of identi ers for any possible instance of X, which includes currently existing and non-existing instances of X. The set of currently existing instances is de ned by an attribute X of M. The class manager theory also speci es actions to create and kill objects of X. kill(x) , x 2 X^x 6 2 X (2) In addition to these axioms, an initialization rule states that the initial set of existing instances of X is empty. This is formalized by BEG ) X = ; (3) Following the formal object theory in 4], we use a morphism to combine the theory of each instance with the theory of the class, as illustrated in Figure 3 . As a result, a self identi er { which is the name an object refers to itself { is mapped by the morphisms to global identi ers, such as x i , inside the class theory. In addition, each attribute and action symbol of an instance will have an extra parameter for identi cation. For example, an attribute attr of a class instance x i is conveniently identi ed as x i :attr. A rigorous speci cation to the combination of every two object theories is shown in the next section.
Combining Object Theories through Morphisms
As previously described, a category theory describing the whole system is composed of object and morphism theories. While in the previous section we described some temporal logic axioms for the speci cation of objects, we now concentrate on the concepts of morphisms combining objects in a category.
A morphism between theory presentations (or a description morphism) is a signature morphism that de nes a theorem-preserving translation between the two theory presentations, and also preserves the translation of the locality axiom. These morphisms can be used to express a system as an interconnection of its parts, that is, as a diagram. This diagram is a directed multigraph in which the nodes are labeled by theory speci cations, and the edges by the speci cation morphisms. Figure 3 illustrates an initial diagram that shows the morphisms between each object instance A i of a class theory A and the class theory A itself. This diagram will be later complemented with the addition of other theories, thus composing a complete system.
We can reduce a diagram of speci cations to a single speci cation by taking the colimit of a diagram. Informally, the colimit of a diagram is the disjoint union of all speci cations (attributes, actions and axioms), together with the identi cation of some attributes and action symbols that receive the same name. For example, if two attributes attr A and attr B , have been identi ed they receive the same name attr in the resulting colimit. Technically, the colimit of a diagram is constructed by rst taking the disjoint union (coproduct) of all the speci cations in the diagram and then the quotient of this coproduct via the equivalence relation generated by the morphisms in the diagram. The result is a valid speci cation because the colimit exists.
We now show how combinations of object theories can be achieved with categories. As previously described, morphisms are used to express relationships between the component objects, and the composite object is obtained by constructing the colimit of the diagram that represents the interaction among the objects. We exemplify the construction of the colimit in the case we have two object theories A and B. These two theories interact through a common subcomponent S which synchronizes the interaction. Synchronization in this case identi es actions in A with actions in B.
We create an object theory S and two morphisms f and g such that f : S ?! A and g : S ?! B. In order to obtain the object describing the combination of A and B, we build the colimit of this diagram. In this particular case, as we are only dealing with two elements, the colimit is called a pushout. Pushouts are just an example of a combination of object theories by assembling them in a diagram and connecting them through the appropriate interfaces. Figure 4 illustrates a complete diagram of the combination of two object theories to generate a composite object C.
An Interpretation Theory for a Relationship
Having de ned an interpretation theory for a class that combines class instances and class management theories, in this section we describe an object calculus theory that relates objects de ned by these class theories. Even though, the object relationship theory uses the identities of the related objects, the interpretation theory for this general relationship is independent of the structure of the objects it relates. For more complex relationships, such as the views relationship, there will be a need for additional properties which involves elements of the object structure.
The theory is based on a relationship between objects of classes R and D. The identi ers of objects in these classes are, respectively, in @R and @D. A signature for the general relationship theory follows. S = f@R; @Dg A = frd : F(@R @D)g G = flink : @R @D; unlink : @R @Dg BEG ) rd = ; (6) The previous axioms do not assume any condition on the state of the related objects. However, one condition for the existence of a relationship is that the objects involved are currently alive. This is stated by 8r 2 @R; d 2 @D (r; d) 2 rd ) r 2 R^d 2 D (7) which, together with axioms 4 and 5, yields the following post-and pre-conditions for the relationship theory actions: link(r; d) ) r 2 R^d 2 D (8) unlink(r; d) ) r 2 R^d 2 D (9) Combining object and relationship theories. In the previous section we described the formal approach to the combination of object theories. In Figure 4 we showed a simple example where two object theories A and B are combined to form a composite object C, which contains the theory of both A and B. Now, some complexity is added to the subsystem as we introduce the theory of a relationship. Figure 5 shows the diagram where two object class theories R and D and one relationship theory V are interconnected by morphisms to derive the composite theory C. C is interpreted as the colimit of theories R, D, and V . Note also that the theories responsible for synchronizing both class theories with the relationship are the class manager theories, which were described in Section 3. These class manager theories may be interpreted as the \glue" that combines objects and relationship theories.
We now investigate the set of properties which interpret the views relationship, which relates viewer (@R) and viewed (@D) objects.
Properties of the Views Relationship
Each di erent kind of object-oriented relationship \glues" objects in a peculiar way. The semantic properties of these relationships introduce static and dynamic constraints which characterize the type of interaction between the related objects. These constraints determine how one action occurring in the object in one end of the relationship a ect the object in the other end. Our current interest is to specify the constraints of a views relationship V , where V = fS V ; A V ; G V g 1 , between viewer and viewed objects.
Objects Identity
One simple rule for the views relationship is that viewer and viewed objects should have di erent identities. This implies that the viewer's actions and attributes cannot be mapped by morphisms to the inside of its own object structure. Thus, the views relation is irre exive. Note, however, that the restriction is on the object identities, not on the object classes. This constraint is stated by link(r; d) ) r 6 = d (10) 
Cardinality Constraints
Cardinality is a constraint over the number of instances of a class during the execution of a system. As an example, for a typical association, the cardinality of the class in one end of the relationship may be xed at any positive integer, or variable inside a non-negative range. It is a design decision taken during the system development.
While cardinality at both ends of an association may be designed in many possible ranges, other object relationships may establish more rigorous constraints. In the views relationship case, the viewed object d may be related to zero, one, or many viewer object during any time the system is being executed. However, when the viewer object is alive, i.e. r 2 R, it must be related to an object d. These constraints, in addition to the axioms 8 and 9, result in the following conditions on the actions of V : (11) link(r; d) , r:create R (12) unlink(r; d) , r:kill R (13)
From axioms 11 and 12 we also infer that V is a function from R to D. With the addition of axiom 13, we may actually infer that views is a total funtion from R to D.
From this statement, we identify one lifetime constraint between the related objects. This constraint is that an instance of a viewer class R will only exist if related to some object of a viewed class D, which is formally stated by 8r 2 R (9d 2 D (r; d) 2 rd)
Creation/Destruction of Objects and Relationship
In a system, objects do not exist in isolation. They interact and cooperate among themselves to accomplish a more complex task. In fact, there may be cases where, depending on the relationship between the related objects, one object will be meaningless without the other. For instance, if an object is created to monitor changes in a given subsystem, this object will be unable to perform its task if the mentioned subsystem is not alive. Views is one relationship that creates a unidirectional dependency from one object to the other. Such dependency is illustrated by the lifetime pre-and post-conditions for the related objects.
Viewer Lifetime Conditions. From the cardinality constraints previously speci ed, we verify that the creation of a viewer object implies the creation of the views relationship in which this object participates, and vice-versa. In another lifetime constraint, if a viewer object is killed then the views relationship for this object is also destructed. The inverse is also true, i.e. if a views relationship is destructed, the viewer object part in this relation is killed. These four conditions are stated in axioms 12 and 13.
While there is a strong correlation between the existence of a views relationship and the viewer object part of this relation, the lifetime dependencies of these two elements to the viewed object part is not so strong. In this regard, the only condition for the creation or destruction of a views relation is the existence of the viewed object at those times, and consequently, during the whole existence of the relationship. These conditions are seen in axioms 8 and 9.
Note that, as views and the viewer objects are strongly correlated, the conditions on the viewed object lifetime as a result of the creation/destruction of a views relationship, are also valid for the creation/destruction of a viewer object. Thus, for any (r; d) 2 V , we have r:create R ) d 2 D r:kill R ) d 2 D Viewed Object Lifetime Conditions. As viewer objects may be modeled as optional { see the Optional Unary Viewer in Section 4.2, { a viewed object may be created and exist for a period of time without being related to any viewer. Therefore, no condition on the existence of corresponding views relationship or viewers results from the creation of a viewed object.
On the other hand, the destruction of a viewed object implies the destruction of every viewer object that is related to it. For instance, suppose that a viewed object d, which is part of a views relationship (r; d), is being killed. The previous assertion is expressed as the following theorem Table 1 : Conditions on actions of objects and relationship which from axiom 13 also means r:kill R The above conditions are expressed in Table 1 , which describes the lifetime-related conditions for the occurrence of each of the actions speci ed in the object and relationship theories.
Viewed Singularity and Viewer Multiplicity
So far, we have analyzed the views relationship as an interconnection mechanism occurring between two isolated classes. A complete system, however, is usually composed of several classes connected by several relationships of di erent types and semantics. In fact, it is usual that one single class of object is related to other classes in the system by means of a few di erent relationships. Sometimes, di erent occurrences of the same type of relationship. For instance, one class A may be related in an association to another class B, and at the same time this class A may be associated to a class C. In this case, we have two occurrences { namely ab and ac { of the same type of relationship (i.e. association).
While there is an unlimited number of associations for which a given class is part of, other relationships may have di erent constraints at one or both ends of the relationship. For instance, in many speci cation languages 12, 7] , the de nition of aggregation 2 implies that one object will not play the contained role for aggregation relationships more than once. In other words, an object will be contained in at most one other container object. In a vehicle speci cation system, for example, a wheel object is contained in at most one car object, even though wheel may be the container of tire and bolt objects. The views relationship de nes similar constraints to the objects being related.
As previously mentioned, it is a responsibility of the viewer to monitor the behavior of a viewed object according to rules de ned by a views relationship. Such viewed behavior is characterized by changes occurring in its attributes values. Thus, the behavior monitoring performed by a viewer depends on the attribute values of the object being viewed. Such dependency on the viewed object structure creates constraints on the types of objects a viewer is capable of monitoring. Such additional constraint on the views approach is that an object r will play the role of a viewer for at most one theory of a views relationship. This property is rigorously stated by 8r; d; e (r; d) 2 rd^(r; e) 2 re ) rd = re 2 Aggregation relates one container object to a contained one. It is also known as the has-a relationship. The above rule implies that, if the premises are true, the relationships rd and re are the same, which also implicates in d being an object of the same class as e. Putting this rule together with axiom 11, we also have that d = e. The additional meaning is that one viewer object r will monitor at most one other instance of a viewed object, and not only one single class of viewed object. These rules characterize the property we call viewed singularity.
In terms of constraints on the actions of V , the above property may be stated in very similar terms as the cardinality constraint axiom 11. The di erence now is that, in the hypothesis { which is stated in the left-hand side of axiom 11, { d 1 Alternatively, on the other end of the relationship, a viewed object d may have several viewers attached. Not only viewer objects of the same class, but also viewers from di erent class structures, which means di erent views relationship theories. This property is called viewer multiplicity and is illustrated in Figure 6 .
Viewer vs Viewed Visibility
In the categorical approach described in this chapter, morphisms provide the formal basis to express interconnections between objects in a system, as explained in Section 3.1. Fiadeiro and Maibaum 5] explain that two objects of the system interact by sharing some other object, i.e. by having a common sub-component in which they synchronize through morphisms. Being no exception, the views interconnection between viewer and viewed objects is also speci ed by sharing object signatures. The identi cation of these shared signatures should be founded on the visibility rules characterizing the views approach of modeling. These rules determine which part of an object is \visible" or \shared" by both objects.
The signatures in the speci cation structure of a class may be informally classi ed according to their speci c purposes. One rst type of object signature involves the attributes and actions which determine the speci c object behavior. Actions such as push and pop should be part of the behavior speci cation of every stack object. A second type of signature elements models the interconnection activities with other objects.
In a subsystem composed of two object classes interconnected by a views relationship, the speci cation structure of a viewed class has only signatures which are relevant to the application being de ned. In other words, it has no attribute or action which was speci cally intended to access any kind of information maintained by the viewer object. For instance, in a situation where the viewer is an user interface object, the viewed object should not have attributes notifying it about the viewer's interface-related information. On the other hand, viewer class speci cations have not only application-speci c signatures (behavior speci c), but it also has signatures that allows the viewer object to monitor or change the state of a viewed object (interconnection signatures).
We say that each viewer has a sub-object that is identi ed, or interconnected, with all or part of the viewed object properties to which it is related. As a consequence, this sub-object imposes the viewer with a pattern of behavior that mimics the behavior of a corresponding viewed object.
Such identi cation is formalized as shown in the diagram of Figure 5 , which describes the combination of relationship (V ), viewer (R), and viewed object (D) theories. From this diagram, we verify that the class manager theory M D synchronizes D and V by means of morphisms. We say that M D contains a sub-object which is \shared" with both D and V , as it contains a theory that is identi ed with parts of D and V . On the other side of the relationship, M R synchronizes V and the viewer class R. Thus, V is synchronized to both viewer R and viewed object D. This relationship theory is now able to identify signatures of the related objects and specify new axioms based on these signatures.
Attributes Consistency
Two levels of consistency must be expected when several viewer objects are related to one single viewed object. First, consistency must always exist between each viewer and its related viewed object to assure that such interface correctly represents the state of a viewed object. A second level of consistency is achieved as a consequence of the rst one, that is, all viewers of a same object should be consistent among themselves. Consistency between the viewer object and its related viewed part is called vertical consistency, while consistency among the di erent viewers is called horizontal consistency. These consistency properties must be guaranteed by the speci cation of the views relationships being de ned between the involved objects. Figure 7 illustrates these consistency properties using a clock application model which contains a counter object with two distinct viewers: a digital clock viewer and an analog clock viewer. In this example, vertical consistency ensures that each viewer object shows the values speci ed in the attributes of the corresponding viewed object, while horizontal consistency guarantees that the di erent viewers, i.e. analog and digital clocks, always show the same time.
Vertical Consistency
We say that two related objects are vertically consistent if their states are coherent in respect to the type of views relationship established between them. These states are represented by the attribute values of the viewer and viewed objects. For instance, the analog clock viewer of Figure  7 is consistent with the viewed counter only if the attributes which are associated by means of the views relationship hold consistent values at any time. In other words, the viewed counter attribute that is mapped by views to the analog clock viewer should hold one value equivalent to the time shown, which is 12:15. Figure 8 shows an example diagram of attributes mapping for the clock application of Figure  7 . Such diagram is a simpli ed instance of the general case shown in Figure 5 , where objects and So far, it is important to mention that consistency between related object states is a constraint property represented by attribute morphisms, as illustrated in Figure 8 . These morphisms specify that two attributes in related objects (viewer and viewed) will always hold the same value. However, the attribute morphisms do not describe how attribute time A R, which is shown in the analog clock viewer, is updated as consequence of a change in the value of attribute time D . The form in which such consistency is achieved, i.e. how attributes that are modi ed by actions remain consistent, is only presented in next subsection, when mappings between actions are described.
Horizontal Consistency
This kind of consistency is obtained between every two viewers of one same viewed object. We say that two viewer objects are horizontally consistent if each of them have attributes that are mapped to one or more common attributes in a same viewed object. In fact, horizontal consistency is a Still using the application of Figure 7 as example, we see that the analog clock viewer is vertically consistent with the viewed counter state, as the morphisms between the time-related attributes time D and time A R have shown. For identical reasons, the digital viewer should be vertically consistent with the viewed counter. Consequently, the time-related attributes of both analog and digital viewers will be consistent between themselves.
Action Mappings
In the previous subsection we used morphisms to obtain attribute (state) consistency between viewer and viewed objects. However, morphism of attributes only is forbidden by the category of theory presentations, because if we isolate a set of attributes as a sub-object there will be no action to modify their values. This property is a consequence of the locality requirement, which was described in Section 3. As shown in 5], the locality property implies that attributes cannot be separated from the actions that update them, thus imposing a discipline in the way we can interconnect the object theories by means of morphisms.
The above conditions imply that the morphism M D ! D, which was represented in Figure 8 , will consist of, not only the attribute morphism t D ! time D , but also a set of action morphisms involving all the actions in D which modify the value of attribute time D . In addition, the speci cation structure of the viewer object R should also contain actions that will be identi ed by morphisms with those actions of D which are synchronized by the morphism M D ! D. Consequently, when an action act D of D modi es a given attribute att D inside the object, each viewer object R that is monitoring object D will also execute an action act R , which is identi ed with action act D , that will modify the corresponding attribute att R in viewer R.
Concurrency Constraints
The formalism we adopted to the speci cation of the views modeling approach supports the occurrence of concurrent actions. In fact, this concurrency allows us to specify that viewed and corresponding viewer attributes are consistent at all times, as we exempli ed in Figure 8 with time D Figure 9 : A multiple viewers example. and time AR attributes. In that case, an action in object D would modify the attribute time D at the same time another synchronized action in object R would update the attribute time AR .
While this kind of action concurrency keeps attribute values in objects consistent, con icting behavior may also result from simultaneuos execution of actions. For instance, suppose that while one method in a digital viewer object wants to set the time attribute of the viewed counter, another method in an analog viewer object wants to set the same time attribute to a di erent value. This kind of con ict may be resolved by the relationship theories connecting the di erent objects.
Our approach to address concurrency con icts among di erent viewer objects viewing one common part { i.e. a subset of the attributes { of a viewed object is to de ne the interactions of all the possibly con icting objects with a viewed object in a single relationship theory. As this relationship theory contains actions which are synchronized with the potentially con icting actions in related object theories, it is then responsible for de ning axioms that constraints the concurrent execution of these con icting actions. Figure 9 illustrates this approach by interconnecting several viewers R i with a viewed object D by means of a single views relationship theory V .
Note that the previously introduced object model of Figure 6 is very similar to the newly introduced diagram of Figure 9 . The di erence is that the former had several views relationship theories, with each connecting a pair of objects. Such approach is suitable for cases where there are no potential con icts among actions of di erent viewers. For example, cases where there are no common attributes in the attribute sets being \monitored" by distinct viewers. Alternatively, the latter approach has one single relationship theory for all the objects involved. This approach is generally suitable for cases where one same viewed attributed may be changed by several viewers.
The single relationship and several viewers approach of Figure 9 does not introduce any limitation to the modeling process. All the previously speci ed properties related to viewed class are valid in both modeling approaches. For instance, as the cardinality of a viewed class is always equal to one, all the relationship ends being combined, i.e. the vertices of a views representation ending in a viewed class, are identical.
In the case study presented in Section 5 we exemplify action mappings and the elimination of potential con icts with the de nition of axioms constraining the concurrent execution of some viewer actions. 
Case Study: Dual Interface Clock
In the previous sections we provided a formal description of the concepts involved in the use of the views approach for modeling. While the relationship properties were being de ned, not much emphasis was given to the actual speci cation of systems which are based in the views approach. We speci ed part of a modeling language, but the actual use of such language was not in focus. Therefore, our current objective is to complement the modeling language de nitions with the speci cation of a case study which is composed of a few objects interconnected by views relationships. This system illustrates the reasoning and application of the concepts introduced.
The case study to be formally speci ed is the dual interface clock which was used and brie y described in previous sections and Figure 7 . This simple system has an application object (Viewed Counter) which is responsible for keeping the correct time of the day, and two di erent types of user interface for this application. The rst interface is an analog time display (Analog Clock Viewer) which has two hands moving on a dial that is divided in twelve sections. This interface does not di erentiate the period of the day { i.e. AM or PM, { and with a double mouse click it resets the application counter to 12:00 AM. The second interface is a digital time display that shows the time and period of the day according to the values in the Counter object. Such interface is only a display, and cannot a ect (e.g., reset) the time values in the application object.
Besides the three object class theories, the system formalization involves a few other object theories and morphisms. The system speci cation, which is presented in the next paragraphs, starts with the viewed object description, which is followed by the two viewer (interface) theories. The relationship and class manager theories, which formalize how objects are put together, are described in sequence. Finally, a few morphisms interconnecting theories are speci ed. Figure  10 depicts all the theories in the system, which includes object, class manager, relationship, and morphisms. The colimit of this diagram returns a new composite object description, which we call CLOCK-SYSTEM. Note that this theories diagram is an instance of the general diagram shown in Figure 5 , which illustrated the the colimit of object and relationship theories.
The speci cation language structure we will be using in the case study formalization is based on schemas and temporal logic, as described in a previous chapter. The rst shema introduced is shown in Figure 11 . Such schema shows the signatures and axioms of the theory description D of the viewed counter object. Note that the state of D is represented by attributes time (keeps number of hours and minutes in the day) and period (determine whether time is AM or PM). These attributes are only modi ed by actions tick and reset. The e ects of the execution of these actions on the attribute values are shown by the axioms of the theory.
The axioms of a theory may be used to specify constraints, or pre-and post-conditions on the execution of action. The rst axiom in the speci cation of theory D speci es initialization conditions on the object, while the following three de ne post-conditions on the occurrence of actions reset, set-time, and set-period. The last two axioms in D, however, deserves particular attention. For instance, axiom :(set-time^reset) implies that actions set-time and reset cannot be executed simultaneously. This mutual exclusion axiom guarantees that two actions inside two distinct viewers of D will not be allowed to execute concurrently if they originate any kind of inconsistent behavior. Note that in D, the execution of set-time modi es the value of attribute time to one value, while the execution of reset will most likely modify time to a di erent value. This potential inconsistent behavior in then eliminated with the addition of the mutual exclusion axiom.
A second object speci cation is shown in Figure 12 . In this schema, the analog viewer theory R A describes an interface for the application. Note that a part of the structure of R A , more speci cally the signature elements with underwritten index RA (e.g. time RA ), is responsible for maintaining the consistency between the states of R A and D. Such signature elements will be mapped by morphisms which allow the viewer to \observe" the viewed counter object. In addition, the axioms of D involving signatures of the morphism are also preserved in R A , as it is a requirement of morphism de nition. Some of the system morphisms will be speci ed later in this section.
The other signature elements in R A are responsible for user interface activities. The changeangle action is called to update the angles of the hands in the analog clock display every time an action changes the attribute time RA , which is the only attribute of D being \observed" by viewer object R A . This action uses functions CHECK-HOURS and CHECK-MINUTES to calculate the new values of the angle-related attributes. The other interfacing action of R A , which is named doublemouseclick, triggers the reset RA action, whenever it is called. As a consequence, reset RA will not only modify the time values in R A , but it will also trigger the action reset in object D by means of morphisms. Then, reset will modify the time values of D, thus keeping both viewer and viewed object states consistent.
The third object in the system is the digital viewer object, which speci cation is given in Figure  13 . As it is de ned, this viewer object is responsible only for monitoring and displaying time, even though user input events in other interface objects could trigger actions such as reset RD to modify the counter object attribute values. The display update occurs every time set-time RD , set-period RD , or reset RD is triggered to change time values, as indicated in the axioms. The other axioms in the speci cation are intended just to preserve the properties of the viewed object D. Note that R D , di erently from R A , monitors and displays not only the time attribute value in D, but also the attribute value of period.
Having described all the viewed and viewer objects, we should now determine the pattern of interaction between these objects. Such pattern, as speci ed during the software modeling process, should conform to the properties of the views relationship. This means that all the axioms characterizing a general views relationship should hold together with additional properties to be speci ed for this particular case of the clock system. Figure 14 shows the relationship theory V for our clock system. Parts of the theory de ned throughout this chapter for the general views relationship, such as the link and unlink actions, are now omitted for simplicity. Nevertheless, they are still part of the theory, and so are the views properties introduced with their related axioms. The purpose of signatures and axioms now shown in the schema of V is only related to the synchronization of the system objects.
The relationship theory V has two sets of actions: one indexed as V 1 and the other as V 2. The purpose of each of these sets is to work as a cable that connects the two viewer objects with the relationship theory. The rst cable is connected to the analog viewer theory, while the second one is connected to the digital viewer theory. The distinction between both cables allows the identi cation of the origin of the triggering of an action and, consequently, the speci cation of constraints in their execution. The last axiom in the speci cation schema of V exempli es a constraint established for the concurrent execution of viewer actions.
Such axiom states that whenever set-time V 1 , which is connected to set-time RA by morphisms, and set-time V 2 , which is connected to set-time RD , occur simultaneously, their parameters should have equal values. This constraint guarantees that no two distinct viewers will concurrently try to set the same counter object to di erent times, thus generating inconsistent behavior. Note also that there is no concurrency constraint established for set-period as the viewer object R A does not \monitor" the period attribute in D. For a di erent reason, no concurrency constraint was established for reset V 1 and reset V 2 , as there is no parameter in this action, and their concurrent execution generate consistent modi cation of attribute values.
Three morphisms are mapped to the relationship theory. Each of them is de ned from a distinct class manager theory in the system. One rst morphism is shown in Figure 17 and connects V with class manager M RA . This morphism synchronizes the actions of \cable" V 1 in theory V with actions in M RA . Note that attributes do not need distinct \cables" to be connected, as no additional constraint is required. The second morphism is M RD ! V , and it connects \cable" V 2 The class manager theories may be distinguished in two distinct purposes. One rst part contains all the signatures and axioms which controls creation and destruction of all object instances of a class theory. These signatures and axioms were described back in Section 3. A second part of these theories work as synchronization channels between the class theories and relationship theory V . It involves signatures and axioms which are used to maintain consistency between viewers and viewed objects. For example, in the class manager theory M RA which is illustrated in Figure 15 , action rst work as a port that interconnects actions reset RA and reset V 1 by means of morphisms. Consequently, all actions reset RA of R A class instances 3 are synchronized with reset V 1 , as well as with action reset of D.
Note that the only the class manager speci cation signature is presented in Figure 15 . The axioms for these signatures may be obtained by translations (accordingly to the morphisms property preservation requirement) from from other object theories in the system, and from axioms de ned for manager theories in Section 3.
Conclusion
In this paper we have provided a model and properties of a relationship that allows the designer make explicit the semantics of how di erent concerns have been separated in object-oriented design. Let us consider some advantages of having a model of such relationship. First, in general, the model 3 There is only one instance of RA in this particular example improves the understanding about a reuse mechanism to separate concerns through its formal semantics. Second, it provides some guidance for software designers (through the properties) about how the technique of separating concerns can be applied. Third, the model allows us to reason about properties of the separation of concerns. Fourth, the model helps the designer to visualize the assembly operations more clearly. Finally, having a formal model in the design level avoids the combination or the glue to be, as normally, buried in a complex programming structure.
Although our goal was not to provide a complete methodology about how to separate concerns in object-oriented design, we belive we have succeeded in exemplifying how a model and properties of a particular reuse technique can improve the understanding and provide more guidance for software designers that want to adopt the technique. The informal couterpart of our model and its associated properties are currently being used in the design of some object-oriented systems, including a map-centered multimedia application 3] and a Web-based education software system 2]. These experiments provide a practical setting for the research about our model.
